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IT’S SATURDAY NIGHT, EARLY APRIL, IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, AND I’M PACING TOWARDS PAUL LOYA GALLERY IN CULVER
City for the opening of Nolan Hall’s inaugural solo show, Peregrines. I’m loitering between
the curb and the open gate that leads to the gallery’s courtyard, set back a few yards from the
sporadic stream of traffic that travels S La Cienega Boulevard. The space is nestled between
the neighborhood’s older galleries and the recent emergence of blue-chip newcomers.
The spring air in Los Angeles is still lip-splittingly dry, but with a damp tinge slowly creeping
in. The sky’s a deep blue with a low gray highlight as the last bits of light bend away from LA.
An hour ago as the sun was sinking, much of the crowd gathered in the First Point parking
lot at Malibu, post surf. After making the transition from wetsuit to button-down, still covered in a thin layer of salty sediment, they made the stop-and-go lurch towards Culver City.
Inside the modest, welcoming gallery there’s a cluster of bodies moving back and forth,
shuffling to let people pass, politely exchanging smiles, and glancing at the photographs on the
wall. Nolan floats through the crowd, clad in a blue suit, white shirt, sans tie, his torso divided
by the thin camera strap extending from his waist to his shoulder, wearing a big grin. He’s a
clean-cut blonde, thin and tall, dwarfing many six-foot-somethings in the space. The crowd
is casual, inviting even; a reprieve from the gallery-goer status quo of acute social ineptitude.
Instead it’s a who’s who of surf and skate luminaries, a mix of young and old, musicians, and
a smattering of art world types.
That weekend was the first proper pulse of south swell that California had seen this year,
leading all those who crave the drawn out lines of Malibu’s points to compete for the limited
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parking along the Pacific Coast Highway. The scene at California’s “original
perfect point” is wholly different from other deep-seated historic surf locales.
Its proximity to the urban sprawl of Los Angeles imbues it with a sort of neocosmopolitan je ne sais quoi, but it still has its crusty barnacles meandering around,
grumbling at you — or past you — about some inexplicable thing, bemoaning
the influx of city-slickers-cum-surf rats, or how some have mistaken Malibu’s
outsider ethos for a commoditized lapse in the sun. Hall’s photographs appeal
to both the waterlogged insider and the curious newcomer by providing a subterranean look inside surf culture.
Surf journalist Paul Gross explained that Malibu “is the exact spot on earth
where ancient surfing became modern surfing.” And to his point, Hall’s work
draws on this past, but continues to trace the contours of surfing’s trajectory,
charting what’s remained and what’s been overlooked. His photographs call to
mind surf photographers like John Witzig, Ron Church, Leroy Grannis and Ron
Stoner, but eschew the banal platitudes of surf photography. Rather, they evoke
the immediacy of Lee Friedlander and William Eggleston; the frame always
broken, idiosyncrasies in idiosyncratic detail, with what can only be described
as a quiet, discerning, but tenacious practice of probity and care.

the Pacific, a small nexus of residential streets climbs the foothills which make
up Capistrano Beach. Hall grew up in Capo, a blip along the ocean sitting above
the PCH. In 1954, Hobie Alter opened the first Hobie Surfboards shop here,
galvanizing it as a mecca for surfing.
From a perched public gazebo along Capo’s bluff, one can look north and
see Doheny State Beach, almost a stone’s throw away at the foot of Dana Point
Harbor, known in the late sixties as Killer Dana Point, preceding the harbor’s
construction. Turn to your left, looking south towards the low meandering hills
of San Clemente, and you’ll see the coastline bend towards one of surfing’s most
coveted cultural heritage sites San Onofre, marked by the humongous orbs of
the closed nuclear generating station just south of San O’s reefs. Along this
small stretch of sand and cobblestone, you can almost feel the specters of San
O’s glory days when panel vans lined the sand lot and everyone shared stories
underneath the thatched hut at Old Man’s — still standing today. This area of
southern California is steeped in the annals of surf history, and you can sense it.
Hall competed in longboard club contests growing up, a tradition continued
even after the shortboard revolution gave way to contemporary competitive
surfing. It was at those contests that he met one of his dearest friends, Alex Knost,
affectionately known as Al, who became and remains a well-known professional
surfer and Vans team member. Knost lived just up the way in Costa Mesa, and
Hall would stay with the Knost family during contests for the weekend. Hall told
me how verdant Costa Mesa’s creative outlets seemed compared to sleepy Capo
Beach with regard to art, music, surfing — you name it. As a grom, he often tagged
along with his dad to visit Terry Martin’s shaping bay, just up the hill. Martin’s
legacy remains unrivaled. Martin was charged with shaping signature models for
some of surfing’s brightest luminaries, from Gary Propper and Gerry Lopez to
contemporaries like Tyler Warren. Hall was steeped in the annals of surf history
and this lineage of board building; an art unto itself.
For surfers and skateboarders alike, the arts were an adjacent fault line. Making was inextricably tied to both. It’s what you did when you weren’t skating or
surfing. Thomas Campbell, a sort of deity in surf culture who has made some
of the most imaginative surf films to date, told me, “I was really influenced by
skateboarding in general and the creative approach that a lot of skateboarders
had where they were taking pictures, making films, drawing, making paintings,
and doing graffiti. That was my influence directly.”
Coincidentally, Thomas is from Dana Point, just across the creek from Capo,
so I asked Hall if he had known of Thomas growing up there. He told me, “I
didn’t even know Thomas was from Dana Point until I met him through Al. It
was like, ‘You’re from Dana Point? That’s fucking crazy.’ I don’t know where I
thought he should have been from, but it was totally weird.” He added that in
many ways Campbell and his work sparked his creativity; a flare down the path.
Hall named his mom, a practicing plein air painter, as his biggest inspiration
without any pause and he told me of his childhood, “My parents were always
cool with us, whether it was bringing home some huge piece of wood to spray
paint in the backyard. Obviously they weren’t psyched on us making a mess,
but I’m sure she was more stoked on that than me getting into other things.”
At the Knost house, he explained, there was a sort of ‘Do whatever the hell you
want’ space inside, where they could just let loose, paint the walls, cut down a
surfboard, whatever.
Both of Hall’s parents continued to be supportive of him and his work; the
only condition was that he attended college as he left high school. He abided and
studied design, printmaking, and eventually, photography, at a local college. Then,
he found a job at RVCA (a youthfully aware brand working with a huge swath of
Orange County’s creatives at the time). He worked as a whatever-was-needed
assistant, making photos and layouts, and lending a hand on their quarterly journal the Artist Network Program. And as things picked up, he left school, worked
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FOLLOWING HIS OPENING, I MET HALL IN COSTA MESA WHERE HE LIVES AND KEEPS A STUDIO.
I arrived early and wandered around the wide back-alleys across from the Hurley
headquarters (Orange County is arguably the surf industry capital, and Costa
Mesa alone boasts a number of brand headquarters as well as a myriad of pros
and industry professionals who call it home). It’s a dense part of southern California spanning sixteen square miles from the 405 further inland to the edge
of Newport’s Balboa Peninsula, flanked by Laguna Beach to the south, and the
epicenter of twenty-first century bro’dom, Huntington Beach, up the road.
The sun hung low, lighting up the wide lines of flat-black asphalt between
warehouses and garages that surround Hall’s studio. His space sits at the back
of a long two-story mixed-use building, adjacent to a CrossFit gym emanating
audible grunts and a machismo I could almost smell. Hall met me after work,
coming from the Orange County hinterlands of Cypress, where he works as the
team manager for Vans’ surf team. He pulled into one of four spots out front,
his light autumnwood astro van filled with a quiver of surfboards and analogue
cameras, seemingly ready to take off on a trip right then.
There’s a small shed-like awning adorning the entrance to his space, set against
a gray building, and speckled with flaking paint. The space was relatively new
for Hall and his studio mate, another Vans staffer, but it seemed to have all the
sentiments of home. The space was bright and airy; a deep calm teal saturated
the three walls facing a set of windows that opened onto the alleyway. The floor
was clear except for a few wrapped frames that fanned out towards two desks
strewn with checklists, hard drives, and the ubiquitous Macintosh monitors.
He showed me around quickly and led me into his darkroom — a small rectangular sliver alongside the south end of his space, clean and organized inside:
chemicals, labeled trays, arranged tongs, and minimal clutter. He’s worked with
all types of cameras, but he tends to favor a rangefinder and shoots black and
white film often, as he can process and print his own work at his studio.
Looking at his work, it seems like his Leica M6 is a third limb, always with
him. Of his approach to making photographs, Todd Glaser — staff photographer
at SURFER magazine — told me, “He doesn’t shoot a lot. He doesn’t fire away
like a lot of photographers do. He’ll snap a photo or two and that’s it. And when
you look at his work, he always shoots with a thirty-five or fifty millimeter lens,
so there’s this consistent aesthetic.” Glaser said of Hall’s camera, “It perfectly
complements him and his work.”

IN BETWEEN SAN CLEMENTE AND DANA POINT, JUST SOUTH OF WHERE THE SAN JUAN CREEK MEETS

“Hall’s photographs appeal to both the waterlogged insider and the curious
n ewc o m er by providing a s ub ter ra n ea n look inside surf culture.”
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“The first word that comes to mind with Nolan’s work is intimate,” Todd Glaser
said emphatically. He went on to explain, “When people are playing music, he’ll
pick up an instrument and play a little bit, put the guitar down and step back and
shoot a photo. And I just enjoy how he’s able to document without interrupting
what’s happening.” Many would say the same of Bresson or Eggleston.
Ed Templeton explained that for surfers, “A lot of their time is spent getting
to surf spots and waiting for surf on remote beaches. All those things involve a
lot of waiting, a lot of silence, so I think Nolan captures that mood, that stillness,
in his work.” It’s safe to say that some photographers believe that an unnoticed
presence allows them to make candid, uncontrived images. Some do very much
want to get in your face and document your response. But in Hall’s case, he seems
to be wholly removed from the tenets of abrasive street photography. He’s an
active participant rather than a passive bystander.
When I asked Thomas Campbell to generally explain Hall, he took a long
pause. “I think he’s just a person that’s been interested in a creative pursuit
for a long time, whether it’s music or art. He’s just psyched.” Campbell goes
on to explain how Hall’s work — compared to most of the content out there
today — “Is more artful.”
“And I’m kind of, more or less in the same slipstream,” Campbell concludes,
or I mean I have been for thirty years,” before emitting a quiet laugh.

with a cast of childhood heroes at RVCA, and was ultimately asked to go with
Vans to the North Shore of Oahu for the brand’s Triple Crown of Surfing series,
which marked the final leg of professional surfing’s World Tour. He told me
how it had started out as a series of assignments covering the contest from midNovember through the end of December, and that by the time they were headed
back to California, he had been offered a job at Vans. From what I could tell, it
was entirely unexpected and something that he was slightly weary of initially.
“I feel like I would probably still would be a graphic designer,” he noted, “Had
my boss not asked me to work with him I never thought I’d be a team manager.
I actually told him, ‘I grew up longboarding. I don’t know anything about this.’
And he said, ‘I don’t give a shit. It’s managing people. You don’t have to be a pro
surfer to be a team manager.’”
While I was familiar with Hall’s work, I had wrongly assumed that he was on
staff at some surfy magazine, working freelance for brands, and that’s how he
made a living. But the truth is that his work is in many ways a result of his position
as a team manager for Vans. In other words, his photographs are not made on
assignment, but are the product of traveling so frequently. It’s what has afforded
him the broad latitude to document such an insular and mysterious fringe of an
already minute subculture. Ed Templeton, a pro skateboarder, prolific artist, and
also longtime team manager, told me that he remembered having the conversation
with Nolan early on, “I told him he’s in a similar position to where I had been
my whole life. He’s the team manager of a surf team, and I remember telling him
before, ‘You just need to shoot this culture from the inside. You have access.’”
Other than a few exceptions, it’s increasingly rare that people reconcile the
need to make a living with what they love to do, as Hall has. But to make your
passion your life’s work is arduous, grueling, intermittently rewarding, and sorely
lacking in validation. And, as Hall explained, “There are a lot of situations that
are good and some that suck. That’s where the team manager thing is really
unappealing to me, where you’re required to have conversations with people
that are just bummers, which I hate. I would definitely choose to never do that,
but it’s part of the job. But regardless, he told me, “There’s never a reason to end
things badly.” He added, “I just always try to be friends with everyone.”
That altruistic warmth becomes unmistakably clear in person, and his photos
seem to carry a trace of that, too. They’re soft, mean, saturated, idiosyncratic, and
accessible concurrently. As many would agree, they’re clean but not contrived.
They’re warm but not overly sentimental, saccharine snapshots.
Paul Loya, Hall’s gallerist and friend, remarked how striking one particular
image is to him — Hall’s photograph of Alex Kopps titled Gothic Dolphins. Looking
at this image, the strands of water pushing up from the the surfboard, the bokehs
reflected in the wave’s shoulder, and the silhouetted body framed by campsites
and cars on the cliff summons the sensation of cool spray blowing off the back
of the wave. The photo transports you there. That’s the marrow of Hall’s work,
in that you feel something somatically, even if just a tinge.
Loya explained how he felt like he’d seen Hall’s work many times before, but
he couldn’t quite put his finger on it. Before setting out on his own, Loya had
worked for a gallery with a program comprised of 20th century French master
photographers. He recognized the rich tonal range, compositional quirks, and
the deadpan approach in Hall’s work. He saw hints of The Decisive Moment, Henri
Cartier-Bresson’s seminal monograph. Both Hall and Bresson seem to have some
inexplicable social contract with their subjects. As Todd Glaser remarked, “The
people in his photographs are set at ease by his presence because they spend so
much time together.”
Recalling a group show Hall was part of in 2014, “Joe Cool,” with Scott
Pommier, Joseph Szabo, and Joseph Sterling, Loya noted that no one could distinguish the works of the old school photographers from the younger upstarts,
including Hall’s images.

I FOLLOWED HALL BY CAR TO A LOCAL HAUNT NEARBY IN THE LIDO AREA OF NEWPORT. ALONG THE WAY, WE
veered left through a wide intersection — the sun slowly disappearing behind
a strip mall — when I heard a brief honk and looked over to see a floating hand
waving enthusiastically at Hall who returned a quick lift of the palm, a small town
pace in the heart of Orange County.
We made a round through the full parking lot. He staked out a spot for me
before looking for one himself. It’s not hard to see why everybody in town
makes a point to say hello to him. The waitress, the couple sitting next to us at
the counter, a former colleague from RVCA, the list goes on with every greeting
giving rise to a reunion between Hall and an acquaintance.
Ray Barbee, pro skateboarder, musician and fellow rangefinder enthusiast who
had met Hall printing in Ed Templeton’s darkroom at Vans, gave a less prolix
insight into Hall’s character. “He’s a really right-on dude,” Ray explained, “He’s
just really cool.” And that cool seems to be less about board shorts and bonfires
than a kind of inimitable quality he carries. Paul Loya believes he is an old soul,
evident in the photographs of Hall’s that he asserts would be indistinguishable
alongside the French masters.
At dinner, Hall told me about how he used to watch a seven-minute segment of
Lance Carson surfing over and over on a VCR. I wondered how Carson’s surfing
looked in rewind interspersed with static. He told me he “liked anything that wasn’t
conservative,” in surfing. And after watching some YouTube clips of a young, spry
Lance Carson at Malibu, I recognized a warmth in Hall and his work — one that
grew out of surf culture via the oxide-coated Mylar of a VHS cassette on repeat.
As if scripted, a crew of old friends walks up and greets Hall outside the
restaurant we’ve settled into. The group exchanged reports from different
waves in Orange County — standard practice — and then said goodbye with
a hearty round of head-nods and handshakes. Hall and I also say our goodbyes
and I headed for SR73 south. Along that dark strip of road, rising and falling
through the canyons of Orange County, I remember that at Hall’s opening a
fuse blew, leaving the courtyard and gallery as close to pitch black as central
Los Angeles can be. The intermittent splashes of camera flash lit up the bright
and undaunted beams everyone wore. Afterward, when I passed the entrance
to San Onofre along the 5, I thought of how we could have been huddled under
the hut at Old Man’s that night, flashes bouncing around, sharing stories, and
recounting surfs, same as it ever was.
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“For surfers and skateboarders alike, the arts were an adjacent fault line.
Making was inextricably tied to both.
what
It’s
you did WHEN YOU WEREN’T skating or surfing.”
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